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Introduction

Providing specially designed high capacity active supports 
that advance with the face will provide added safety, added pro-
ductivity, and lower roof control costs [2]. Workers will be able 
to travel from kitchen to unloaded escapeways under actively 

supported roof (Figure 1). Front abutments extend from a few 
feet to more than two hundreds of feet into the gates ahead of 
the longwall face. The extent of the front abutment varies due to 
the depth of overburden, strength of the coal, and types of over-
burden and the propensity to “ride” ahead of the face (Figure 2).

Abstract 

Present gate support systems are typically only passive in design, and in less than ideal ground conditions, often result in loss of travel-
way integrity and longwall productivity as the front abutment passes. Notably, “Mines in the western United States the amount of convergence 
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Figure1: Loading Profile for the 3C Support Illustrating a Soft Response Requiring Considerable Convergence to Produce useful Roof 
Support Capacity.
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Figure2: Large Amount of Floor Heaver shown out by the Longwall Face caused Compression of the Support which Allowed it to Develop 
Sufficient Load Carrying Capacity for Roof Support in this Installation.

Longwall Access Gates
Abutment - In coal mining, 

a. The weight of the rocks above a narrow roadway is 
transferred to the solid coal along the sides, which act as 
abutments of the arch of strata spanning the roadway 

b. The weight of the rocks over a longwall face is trans-
ferred to the front abutment, that is, the solid coal ahead of 
the face and the back abutment, that is, the settled packs be-
hind the face. 

Although ground pressures ride out ahead of the longwall 
face (the front abutment), the critical longwall access gates im-
mediately out by from (ahead of) the longwall face historical-
ly utilize only passive roof support (roof bolts, cable bolts etc.) 
combined at times with costly tensioned cable bolts and/or 
hand-set props that provide some very limited ground control  
capacity, that can lead to rib failures requiring additional sup 
port [3]. These limited support systems in the gates unfortu-
nately too often lead to entry roof, floor, and rib failures. These 
failures all too often restrict head gate and tail gate travel for 
personnel, equipment, and airflow that results in loss of produc-
tivity. Also, the failures can result in the temporary loss or near 
loss of the tailgate escape way and the full airflow path.

The significant advances made in longwall face support ca-
pacities, now needs to be extended into the gates with new tech-
niques and specialized equipment. The newly designed equip-
ment needs to provide:

a) Active: roof, floor, and rib support by applying hydrau-
lic or significant mechanical support prior to the arrival of 
the front abutment in the gate entry. This will make it pos-
sible for longwall workers to travel into the face gates com-
pletely shielded from the high stresses that form close to the 
longwall face.

b) Significant: support pressures are needed to provide 
load bearing capabilities measured in the 100’s of tons and 
like those presently in use along the longwall face.

c) Self-Advancing: capability to mesh with the self-ad-
vancing longwall supports providing for full automation of 
the longwall system.

d) Integrated: into longwall system to provide added gate 
passageway safety and incorporating the stage loader. 

e) Automation: Automation of the gate support systems 
are essential for eventual full longwall face automation.

Potential Cost Savings
Operating cost savings can be realized in both roof control 

costs and productivity increases. Presently, longwall mines in-
stall extensive additional roof support in the tailgate entries and 
to a lesser extent in the headgate (such as added length roof 
bolts, cable bolts, etc). This additional, primarily passive, sup-
port is installed as the previous longwall panel is extracted and 
for the full length of the tailgate and headgate, at a high sunk cost 
for materials and labor. However, these added support systems 
are not fully utilized until the front abutment arrives and rep-
resent a sunk cash flow investment. Providing active and  
substantial supports in these entries that advance with the long-
wall face should make it possible to greatly reduce the need for 
the current added passive support systems. Also, the passive 
support systems in the beltway and tailgate travel way often are 
insufficient or less than fully effective. The lack of effective sup-
port leads to congested travel ways and slowing or stopping of 
production at the longwall face to clear equipment or for effi-
cient personnel travel. Further, automation of this new advanc-
ing gate support system will provide for added safety, decreased 
labor costs, and decreased supply costs, with a high probability 
of more than offsetting the capital costs involved. Automation 
of the gate support systems are essential for eventual full long-
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wall face automation. These new longwall gate support concepts 
are addressed in: Patent US7331735B2: “Apparatus, system, and 
method for supporting a gate entry underground full extraction 
mining”. Figure 3 from the patent shows the general location for 

the active gate support system, labeled 140. Provisional Applica-
tion (filed 2018): “This disclosure relates to full extraction un-
derground mining and more particularly relates to automated 
support of gate entries during longwall mining operations.”

Figure 3: The General Location for the Active Gate Support System, labeled 140.
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